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ABSTRACT

Objectives The aims of this study are: (1) to create a flowchart process model of how medical assistance in dying (MAID) occurs in Nova Scotia (NS), Canada and (2) to detail how NS healthcare professionals are involved in each stage of MAID. The research questions are: how is the MAID process carried out and which professionals are involved at which points? and which roles and activities do professionals carry out during MAID?

Design Qualitative process model flowchart study with semi-structured interviews.

Setting Primary and secondary care in NS, Canada.

Participants Thirty-two interviewees self-selected to participate (12 physicians, 3 nurse practitioners (NP), 6 nurses, 6 pharmacists and 5 healthcare administrators and advocates). Participants were included if they conduct assessments, provide MAID, fill prescriptions, insert the intravenous lines, organise care and so on.

Results The flowchart of how MAID occurs in NS: (1) starting the MAID process, (2) MAID assessments, (3) MAID preparation (hospital in-patient, hospital outpatient, non-hospital), (4) day of MAID and (5) post-MAID (hospital in-patient and outpatient, non-hospital, after leaving setting). Nineteen points where the process could stop or be delayed were identified. MAID differs slightly by location and multiple professionals from different organisations are involved at different points. Some physicians and NP provide MAID for free as they cannot be reimbursed or find it too difficult to be reimbursed.

Conclusions Our study adds knowledge about the MAID activities and roles of NS professionals, which are not documented in the international literature. Clinicians and pharmacists spend significant additional time to participate, raising questions about MAID’s sustainability and uncompensated costs. The process model identifies where MAID can stop or be delayed, signalling where resources, training and relationships-building may need to occur. Knowing where potential delays can occur can help clinicians, administrators and policymakers in other jurisdictions improve MAID.

BACKGROUND

Medical assistance in dying (MAID) has been legal in Canada for over 4 years. MAID includes both assisted suicide and euthanasia, most Canadians have chosen euthanasia. Many of the initial ad hoc processes and procedures that healthcare professionals developed to implement it while professional College policies, health authority policies and processes were being developed are still being used today. In 2017, when the MAID process was first being set up, the press described it in the provinces of Ontario and Nova Scotia (NS), respectively, as: an ad hoc, scattershot mess. Policies were hammered out in email chains and over casual conversations. We have a small set of providers, but we can’t possibly keep up with the patient demand. It is difficult, however, to evaluate and improve a new health service without understanding how it is carried out. Canada’s MAID criteria are currently being debated and the legislation may be expanding: advance consent for those who will lose capacity may be included and the ‘reasonably foreseeable’ death requirement may be removed. The latest national poll found Canadians support advance consent (82%)
and removing ‘reasonably foreseeable’ (71%) in the legislation. Thus, there is a pressing need to evaluate and improve the process. The objectives of this study are to create a flowchart process model of how MAID occurs and detail where and how healthcare professionals are involved in NS’s process. Our research questions are: how is the MAID process carried out and which professionals are involved at which points? and which roles and activities do professionals carry out during the MAID process?

Many of today’s healthcare services are designed around interdependent roles—that is, professionals organise interdependent work around their responsibilities and activities.17 Process theory examines the sequences and stages of activities and events as they occur.18–20 Some processes emerge as they are implemented and may not be written down, causing an issue for quality improvement. With MAID, events such as appointments often occur in a linear fashion, that is, in a certain order, and a person requesting the service needs to meet specific criteria in order to move from one stage to another.18–20 Internationally, there is little documentation about how MAID occurs, which professionals are involved at which points and how the process is organised.21 The eight jurisdictions that have assisted suicide and/or euthanasia, Australia (Victoria and Western Australia recently legalised assisted suicide and euthanasia), Belgium, Canada, Colombia, Luxembourg, The Netherlands, Switzerland and eight states in the USA,22 23 collect descriptive statistics about number of deaths, gender and so on. However, additional data are needed to evaluate and improve the service (eg, feedback from providers, patients and families, analyses of the process including its policy, functionality, efficiency, effectiveness, impacts and sustainability and so on).24

Canadian providers and health systems are actively working to improve the MAID experiences of patients, families and professionals,25–28 but it remains challenging to improve its implementation without knowing what the process looks like. Studies describing professional roles, expectations and knowledge gaps9 13 29–32 or how MAID was implemented1 5 9 33–35 provide few details about the process itself (eg, how work is coordinated between professionals, which professional(s) do which activities and when and so on).14 21 37–41 The process involved in the provision of MAID in one province can help us better understand how new health services are implemented. Our identification of gaps and inefficiencies in the process is timely given that lawmakers will be expanding eligibility criteria for MAID, yet the number of physicians and nurse practitioners (NP) that provide it is not growing in NS.42 National best practice guidelines and training are available.38 Patients, health professionals and policymakers want to improve the MAID service.40 41 This study provides details about how the MAID process is being implemented in NS, from beginning to end, and identifies areas for improvement.

**METHODS**

**Design and setting**

A qualitative process model flowchart study for MAID was conducted in the province of NS in Canada because MAID is centrally coordinated and the researchers reside there. As the lead researcher specialises in interviews, first-hand accounts from those involved in MAID were the most appropriate to piece together how the process occurs. Using semistructured interviews, we asked those involved in the MAID process (eg, assessors, providers, administrators) to describe their roles, activities and at what points they are involved.18–22 44

**Recruitment and sample**

Participants were recruited through: (1) emails to the NS MAID providers’ list-serve (convenience sample), (2) emails to professional colleges, associations and organisations and (3) snowball sampling45 by asking authors and participants to forward study information to colleagues involved with MAID.

The sample included health professionals who are involved in MAID: physicians and NP (hereafter, clinicians), nurses, pharmacists and health administrators. Data were securely collected and stored using the approved protocol. Participants received written study information and completed an electronic or written consent form. To ensure confidentiality, participant characteristics are presented at a group level, and quotations are anonymised by profession and interview number.

**Data collection**

ETC collected data from 29 participants using a semistructured, pretested interview guide in-person in a private location, by telephone or Microsoft Teams (see online supplemental file 1). JY, a medical student, was trained by ETC and conducted three of the interviews under her supervision. The interview guide was pilot tested with three clinicians. To obtain details about how and when they are involved and their interactions with other professionals, participants were asked open-ended questions about their MAID role and activities.46 Interviewers probed participants’ responses by asking follow-up questions and also made field notes. Interviews were audio-recorded, professionally transcribed in simple verbatim (eg, um, ah and pauses were not transcribed) and stored in password-protected Microsoft Word documents on a secure server.47–49 As JM is the Medical Affairs Advisor (MAA), NP is the MAID Nurse Navigator (MNN), GG is a MAID provider, they were not involved in data collection to help preserve participants’ anonymity. To achieve saturation, data were collected until no new information about the process was found.

**Data analysis**

After each interview was completed, data were iteratively coded and checked using constant comparison during six phases:4 18 36 41 (1) reading each interview and coding passages about MAID roles, activities and stages;
Patients explore MAID for many reasons and often find out about it through the media, Dying with Dignity (DWD), a ‘national human-rights charity committed to improving quality of dying, [and] protecting end-of-life rights,’ or the Nova Scotia Health (NSH) website. When they are exploring MAID, NS patients may do their own research, call the MNN or visit a clinician (eg, family clinician, surgeon, nurse practitioner) to obtain more information. The clinician may give a patient MAID information or send a patient referral to the MNN. Some patients may first seek information about MAID, then visit a clinician again for a MAID assessment referral. If the clinician has a conscientious objection or is not comfortable participating in MAID, they will transfer the patient to another clinician, send a referral to the MNN or ask the patient to contact the MNN. If the MNN does not receive a referral, they will follow-up with the clinician. One physician suggested this could be improved by having ‘a self-referral system. And it doesn’t need to involve family doctors’. An administrator also noted that:

My biggest concern is there are people who want MAID but they are unable to access the system because the doctors won’t put their names forward. We have had phone calls of people that said my doctor won’t refer so we had to call them [doctor] back and explain that there is a duty to transfer the name of a patient requesting and they shouldn’t disallow the request to occur. (Admin 3)

The MNN’s role is central. As paperwork or phone calls are received, the MNN contacts the patient for an intake interview to explain the MAID process, offer support, explain resources (ie, palliative care, home care) and seeks to understand the patient’s goals. The MNN may email or mail the patient information (eg, Advanced Directive Guides, MAID and Palliative Care information). The MNN sends MAID documentation (eg, referral, nursing intake notes, clinical notes) to assessing clinicians. The MNN remains in contact with the patient, family and their circle of care throughout the process. One administrator detailed the process:

Referrals come in typically from family doctors but occasionally specialists … the patient arrives at a point where they are considering MAID as an option and discuss that with their physicians … So the physicians would make referrals to this office [MNN]. It’s generally faxed to us … And I get the referral. I’ll capture the basic patient information that is required as part of our reporting to the federal government. … and then inform the MAID provider team. … a group of physicians, nurse practitioners … who do the assessments and perform the procedure. … through an email. (Admin 2)

At any time, patients may decide not to continue with MAID and pursue options such as palliative care; patients may pursue multiple options simultaneously. If the clinician the patient initially visited will not do the first MAID assessment, the patient or clinician contact the MNN who helps streamline and organise the process. As discussed in the quote above, the MNN then emails the NS MAID list-serv to request assessors. Finding assessors may take time due to the small number of NS clinicians who participate in MAID, their lack of time and/or their inability to travel. Some clinicians will only assess their own patients but do not provide MAID. Some clinicians said patients must bring up MAID, not them, suggesting the NSH needs to educate clinicians about how the process works. As one nurse practitioner said ‘I only bring up MAID if they ask me about it. Like if a patient comes in and wants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of professional</th>
<th>Number (%) of participants n=32</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physicians</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family medicine</td>
<td>6 (18.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palliative care/critical care</td>
<td>4 (12.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency medicine</td>
<td>2 (6.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse practitioners</td>
<td>3 (9.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>3 (9.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term care/nursing home</td>
<td>1 (3.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VON</td>
<td>2 (6.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacists</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community</td>
<td>2 (6.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>4 (12.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health administrators/advocates</td>
<td>5 (15.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VON, Victoria Order of Nurses.
Figure 1  The MAID process in NS, Canada. MAID, medical assistance in dying; MNN, MAID Nurse Navigator; MSI, Medical Service Insurance; NP, nurse practitioners; NS, Nova Scotia; NSH, Nova Scotia Health; VON, Victoria Order of Nurses.
Box 1  Professionals’ quotes about the MAID process

Logistics and scheduling

‘when MAID came up, I thought “well it’s legal!” … people have the right to ask for this and nobody in my community was willing to provide this service. I knew that I couldn’t be available to do the actual procedure, … and facilitating the actual procedure of coordinating … the healthcare team members. … there’s this huge reliance on pharmacists and nursing staff and community funeral homes and so on, to be sure that the whole procedure is done properly. … at that time, I was one of two people who would do a MAID consultation.’ (Physician 8)

‘I don’t do IVs [intravenous lines] very often. So worrying that I was going to go to this house to do a MAID procedure and not be able to get the IV [intravenous line].’ (Physician 11)

‘Procedures can be done within a half hour to 40 minutes. I go in and have a chat with them and make sure that they still have capacity and that they know why I’m there. And if they still want the procedure. I’ll say, okay, have some time with your family or whoever is there. And then I’ll go get my medications ready, and then I’ll come back and ask them again if they want me to proceed or give them that chance to reconsider.’ (Physician 12)

‘There’s a fair amount of phone calls and logistics. So if I’ve agreed to do the provision for a patient, so I’ve had to do one of the assessments and if … they’ve had two assessments that agree that they meet the criteria, then I ask the patient to decide on a time and a place, and we talk about when and where that might be … So if it’s at home it’s easy … If it’s not at home, it means having a patient admitted to the hospital or going through ambulatory care, then that would take phone calls and arranging. … I don’t like to be fumbling in somebody’s dark bedroom with big syringes and vials and so I have a system, I get it all ready in my office. I have a plastic tote … and all the paperwork … So, I like to have it all ready to roll and then I arrive at the patients home … the morning of the procedure. After the procedure I have to sign the death certificate and do the paperwork … and then return the unused medications to the pharmacy. So there’s a fair amount of … little detail stuff.’ (Nurse Practitioner 1)

‘In our first [MAID] case … a CCA [Continuing Care Assistant] had struggles. … We respect people’s decisions all of the time. … And so perhaps our staff are better prepared because of those autonomous choices, like we have ethical conversations around them, when people make decision to not have treatment or suspend treatment and how do we support staff at that point … something that we may struggle with is probably making sure the staff’s schedule of that [MAID] day are aware of personal values. So if we had a Muslim RN, we have to change shifts. It is being conscious of that from an administrative staffing scheduling perspective that we had thought “we don’t put people in difficult situations.” (Admin 1)

‘If I get a call now and somebody says there’s a MAID case and they’re interested in whatever date, I really have to drop everything and try to organize the space, the date, the staff.’ (Admin 4)

‘The drugs themselves are often in pharmacies, just not either in the quantity or the dosing that we need.’ (Pharmacist 1)

Process

‘When I’m assessing somebody, I’m usually generating the consult, right. The patient’s come to me. I’ve seen them. I’ve said, okay, I’m going to be the assessor 1. Off to you guys – you find assessor #2, and, you know, deal with all the rest of it.’ (Physician 7)

‘I provide them [clinicians] basic information about the case. And then they would get back to me … “I’ll take this case” … I do the assignments of physicians to the case, forward patient information … about

Box 1  Continued

the referral. They will do the assessment and then report back to me. And I will arrange for the second assessment to take place … Once those assessments agree that … the patient meets the criteria for the MAID, we would walk the patient around the details of time, location, circumstance for the procedure. So then the procedure happens and the physicians and nurse practitioners take care of the specific details relative to the location and the medication protocol … the procedure is completed and practitioners send the information to me and I capture that in the office and then close the case.’ (Admin 2)

Relationships

‘They’re such neat patients, and their families are so neat, and the initial interview … you get to know them so much, you talk about their life and you get to know where their moral compass lies and what their general feelings about life and death and suffering and quality are. And the family often really wants you to know and love that person the same way that they do, so you get a lot of that background in a really short period of time. And then typically I do my procedure on a different day, and so going back in to meet the family again and see them for the procedure, there’s often so much relief to see you and they’re so pleased. … sometimes if the patient has some sort of functional decline or symptom management issues in between, you’ve talked to the family a few times to help them navigate that and make sure that their quality is maintained while they’re waiting for their procedure, so I think you become attached to the families very, very quickly.’ (Physician 9)

Time and compensation

‘When you go to see a patient, you never know if it’s going to be a half hour assessment or a 2 hour assessment.’ (Physician 3)

‘Each MAID case is taking probably a minimum of 5 or 6 hours of time. That’s 5 or 6 … patients that I could see in that time. So we were never resourced to consider taking on MAID. And that’s probably the most practical issue.’ (Physician 5)

‘The procedure itself is fairly quick once everything is set up. But generally it takes hours in order to go through this very personal process with this individual. Sometimes they’re very straightforward. Other times … You know, I’ve heard stories of very elaborate events that have been planned around medical assistance in dying. … I am astounded and I’m stunned by the clinicians that will do this on a regular basis and take hours and hours and hours of their personal time.’ (Physician 6)

‘About 5 to 7 hours. And that [putting together first MAID kit] was over several days. And that was a process of, you know, calling places, calling the other pharmacy, finding the drugs, calling our wholesaler to find out if we’re ordering the right ones, data entering the information, getting the bins together, you know, with labelling. Making sure we have a spot in the fridge. Making sure all of our staff are aware. Like it was a very time-consuming endeavor.’ (Pharmacist 2)

Policy and legislation

‘I went out and I got the [MAID] policies … But there was no meaning in them. But once we had the [MAID] requests, I had two months. But I had already written the paper and I had already kind of gone through all of that. … I just basically stole the policies and procedures from [location] and [location] and another [location] and put them all together. … The mechanics weren’t the important thing. It was getting the fact sheet right and getting to that audience, that you could talk to them in their language. … For me it was the relational piece that was more important than the mechanics.’ (Nurse 1)

‘I think Canada can have the absolute best assisted dying regimen in the world. We can show people how it can be done, how it can be done
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well. And we just need to make some changes to do that. … I’m in a transition in the sense that I have to recognize there’s some things that are my wheelhouse and there are a lot of things related to this [MAID] that are not my wheelhouse and I need to let others do it, right. For a long time I was pretty alone in this field, trying to make this change. And so you just feel like, “Oh, it’s on my shoulders. I’ve got to keep going, I’ve got to keep doing it”. And at the first CAMAP [Canadian Association of MAID Assessors and Providers] meeting, it was the most extraordinary feeling because I was … with all these people and this is what they do. And it was this incredible sense of relief and release and a sense of okay, you know, this is in good hands. … So now what I try and focus on are the things that I can do, … there’s an issue right now of whether nurses can raise the issue. … Or the faith-based institutions, publicly funded faith-based institutions … there’s a way in which it’s my wheelhouse.’ (Admin 5)

Role
‘I’ve been involved with MAID two more times. … I don’t want to do the second assessment. … I did it [once], and I am okay with that. And I don’t have any moral distress with it. Even though I get choked up about it, it’s only because I remember the patient, and I remember how deeply I felt about [them] and helping [them] die comfortably. … if we’re going to be providers, we have to help people get access to what they want, even if we, because of our beliefs, our faith would not do that ourselves. … I wouldn’t want to go any deeper down a road than first assessment…’ (Nurse Practitioner 2)

‘As a nurse, I can’t push those drugs. I can’t order the drugs. I can’t go and get the drugs. I can’t push the drugs. So I am there as a patient support and a family support.’ (Nurse 4)

‘Technicians are not involved with this [MAID prescriptions] at all. … So other orders, … I send pretty much through the system to the technicians to say send this to the floor. … And then the technicians take it from there. With the MAID, it’s 100% pharmacist-run. So we enter the prescriptions that were ordered and then we’re picking up the labels, we’re packaging it up and we’re checking it. … Let’s just say I’m the pharmacist who checked it [MAID prescription] … Usually it’s the clinician who picks it up but there are a few options. But because we can’t leave the dispensary, usually the clinicians are okay to come and get it. And then there’s additional information we need to provide, education … and basically we go through the medications.’ (Pharmacist 5)

Secrecy and privacy
‘we were under the impression that we weren’t supposed to be sharing the fact that we are participating in it with coworkers and things like that. So there’s not a lot of … interprofessional support. And we were encouraged to do that just because they didn’t want the public knowing like where things were taking place … it was presented to us as like, “Well, there might be a death notice in the paper and someone might put together that you just participated in this thing. So that’s what that family chose. So it’s really important to not tell anyone that you… because their decision needs to be kept private.” Which I understand. But it does make it difficult to process.’ (Nurse 5)

‘So basically what we were told when MAID became law was that if patients voiced wanting more information about it, you know, we don’t really have an opinion per se because… You know, I don’t know if my coworkers are for or against.’ (Nurse 6)

‘I also regard it [MAID] as a very private confidential process. And I know we’ve really struggled with that in the distribution side … whether it should be at a higher level of confidentiality than everything else we do. And everything we do is confidential. But if one person is handling to know about MAID, I’ll explain it’. If a patient mentions MAID to staff, they will refer the patient to a clinician, the MNN or a manager in their facility.

Although clinicians and the MNN prefer the MAID consent form is signed after the first assessment, some patients download it from the NSH website and sign it in advance. As patients are often quite ill, they may have difficulty finding two independent witnesses to observe them signing the MAID consent form. To find independent witnesses, the MNN will contact DWD which has a national network of volunteer witnesses. If the MAID consent form is not signed before the first assessment, the clinician will give it to the patient. Two pharmacists shared their experiences with consent:

I go through the consent and kind of the little conundrums or difficulties with getting consent (Physician 10)

Sometimes the patient has signed their request. Other times they’re waiting and trying to get witnesses lined up. So most times when I’m involved, I’ve assessed them, I’m usually not there when witnesses are signing. But they’re making the request. (Physician 7)

Delays can happen if patients have to wait for an appointment with a clinician to discuss MAID. If a patient initially meets with a non-MAID provider or conscientious objector, they may be referred/transferred to another clinician and make another appointment, which could delay their assessments. A common delay is finding two independent people to witness the consent form signing.

MAID ASSESSMENTS

The clinician arranges the patient’s first MAID assessment and continues communicating with the MNN. This assessment can occur in the patient’s home, hospice, hospital, nursing home or clinician’s office. Assessments can take 45 min to 5 hours depending on the location and the case complexity. As one physician described:

if it’s an in-house assessment, I’ll schedule it for the late afternoon/evening, like starting at 4:30 or 5:00. And then it goes until about 6:30 or so. (Physician 12)

The first assessor discusses the MAID process with the patient (and their family and/or supports, depending on the patient’s wishes), including legislation, criteria and timeline. The clinician also provides the patient with the
College of Clinicians and Surgeons of Nova Scotia Professional Standard Regarding Medical Assistance in Dying. The clinician completes the MAID assessment form, sends it to the MNN and may dictate notes for their records:

I had no difficulty whatsoever doing the … MAID 1 or MAID 2 [assessment]. And then I was having the conversations, discussing if the people met the criteria as outlined by our licensing body in Nova Scotia, and … completing the paperwork. (Physician 8)

so there's the assessment piece, we have a checklist form that we fill. But it doesn't give enough history. So most of us will dictate a note. … Both assessments and the consent all have to get copied and sent into the central office for MAID. So they have to have a record of it. Which is nothing but it's still paperwork that has to happen. (Physician 3)

If the first assessor finds the patient is not eligible for MAID, the patient may ask the MNN to arrange a second and third assessment. If the second and third assessors indicate the patient is ineligible for MAID, the process is finished in NS. Although it is more rare, some patients may go to another province or country to be assessed for assisted dying or euthanasia eligibility.

If the first assessor indicates the patient is eligible for MAID, the MNN or clinician arranges the second assessment. The second assessor often provides or reviews the consent form, returns their assessment form to the MNN and may dictate notes. If both assessments indicate the patient meets MAID criteria, the patient decides when MAID occurs—it could occur hours, days or months later. Sometimes, neither assessor provides MAID, the patient decides to wait, the original assessors are not available or the patient requests MAID during a busy time (eg, summer or December). If MAID is delayed for a significant amount of time or another provider is needed, the MNN helps find a provider to reassess the patient to ensure they still meet MAID criteria. When patients decide to wait, the MNN checks in with them and receives regular updates from their circle of care. The MNN keeps relevant healthcare providers informed about the patient’s goals and health status.

Numerous delays can occur or the process could end during this stage. If the two assessors do not agree a patient meets MAID criteria, a third assessment will be done. The process stops if a patient does not meet MAID criteria, dies, changes their mind or loses competency. As done. The process stops if a patient does not meet MAID during this stage. If the two assessors do not agree a patient's goals and health status.

The clinician alerts the hospital pharmacy about the upcoming procedure and sends a preprinted MAID order (PPO). If the hospital does not have a pharmacy, the pharmacy does not have the medications or the pharmacist(s) will not fill the PPO, the MNN and/or clinician will coordinate the MAID medications with a community or another hospital pharmacy. The other pharmacy may courier medications to the hospital. Two to five pharmacists fill the MAID PPO which is time-consuming for several reasons: shift changes (ie, the MAID PPO may be partially filled when the shift changes), MAID PPO are filled in-between regular work (ie, another pharmacist may take over the PPO if the other one is busy) and the two sets of medications need to be double-checked according to pharmacy protocol. Because NS pharmacy technicians cannot fill the MAID PPO, this results in additional work for NS pharmacists:

the biggest thing is actually doing the collecting of the drugs … I would never be the one to go and collect the drugs and … put them together in the bags. That would usually be a technician job after a pharmacist okayed the order and felt comfortable with it, and said, ‘Okay, these are the drugs that we’re using. Proceed with this’. But in this step [MAID PPO], we’re actually the ones who are collecting the drugs as well. … we do keep everything [MAID medications] like actually in a box. So we don’t have that initial like trying to make sure that the drugs are appropriate. We do have them for when MAID orders do come up. So we have them separated. (Pharmacist 3)

The time to fill a MAID PPO is significant and pharmacists receive no additional compensation (ie, community pharmacists receive a small dispensing fee but hospital pharmacists do not):

I can do a regular order in probably 20 seconds depending how easy it is. A MAID can be like well over an hour. (Pharmacist 6)

Two MAID medication kits are prepared in case anything unforeseen occurs (eg, broken bottle). Clinicians typically pick up the medications 24–48 hours after the PPO
is submitted, but pharmacies may make exceptions for urgent cases. For patients preferring anonymity, a ghost/shadow chart may be used to conceal their identity.

MAID preparation—hospital outpatient
A nurse manager, charge nurse, facility lead or MAID provider helps ensure outpatients are registered and admitted, a location is identified and staff are coordinated. Some hospitals have specific wards or rooms for MAID outpatients after hours since these are often used during the day:

we have a place … if people want to just come in and have it [MAID] done in hospital. So we’ve done a number that way as well. … We tend to do it after hours. We have a clinic area that’s got some nice rooms. And so we tend to do it after hours when they’re not busy. And it’s a nice room. Families can be there. (Physician 3)

A hospital nurse often inserts the intravenous lines and gathers MAID supplies; an anesthesiologist may insert the intravenous lines. The MNN may provide support and MAID education to ward staff. The same pharmacy processes and ghost charting occur as in Section ‘MAID preparation—hospital in-patient’.

MAID preparation—non-hospital
MAID may also occur in the community (ie, a patient’s home), long-term care, nursing home or a hospice. A lot of coordination and steps are involved:

If somebody was at home … I would send the prescription in to the [community] pharmacy, call the pharmacist and make sure it was received. I would fax requests into VON for the IV’s [intravenous lines] to get inserted the day of the planned procedure. … I would coordinate this with the patient and their family to make sure that the time and place was all arranged, and they wanted to go ahead. I would pick up the medications at the pharmacy, I would usually prepare them here in my office so that when I arrive at the patient’s home everything is all drawn up. (Nurse Practitioner 1)

The clinician and MNN often work together to contact Continuing Care (ie, the Victoria Order of Nurses (VON)) to insert the intravenous lines. A VON nurse manager will find a nurse who does not have a conscientious objection to inserting the intravenous lines. One nurse described the intravenous lines:

It’s not a simple IV [intravenous line]. It’s not a little tiny one. You have to be able to… to put an intravenous line in that is as big as an anesthetist would use. So big. (Nurse 3).

Typically, MNN sends all the MAID docs to VON and confirms they can meet the need. A VON manager provided details:

when we get a referral come in for MAID … we break it down into 4 areas, there’s a nurse manager for each area. So we take the referral and work with Continuing Care to ensure that … the consents are there, that we have everything we need. And then we go through the client’s schedule … to find a nurse that has been there the most so that we can have somebody that the client or the family knows. And then we reach out to the nurses to see if they are willing to participate. Because it’s their choice to do it. And I’d say probably 60% are willing. (Nurse 2)

The clinician coordinates the medication order with a community pharmacy and may discuss further with a pharmacist unfamiliar or uncomfortable with MAID. One to three pharmacists prepare and double-check the two MAID medications. The clinician usually picks up the MAID medications 24–48 hours later. If the pharmacy does not have MAID supplies and the clinician may obtain these from their hospital or facility. The MNN and MAA are currently working on making MAID kits available for all clinicians.

In stage 3, there may be delays if a nurse cannot be found to insert the intravenous lines or the hospital pharmacy will not fill the PPO. The clinician or MNN may need to coordinate with another pharmacy or find a willing pharmacist. MAID may be delayed

Day of MAID
Depending on where MAID is occurring, the MAID process can take several hours:

some of the cases are straightforward. You know, it’s in the hospital, you go in, the assessment takes an hour; you come out, you give the order to the pharmacy, the nurse is ready, you come back for the procedure, it takes an hour. … But some cases, especially if they’re at home or they’re in the periphery, are very complex. … you have to be coordinating with VON to get the IV [intravenous line] set up and the pharmacy – which has probably never had to organize the medications. And then getting back and forth with the patient as they sort of progress and checking in on how they are. … And then the driving (Physician 2)

The clinician picks up the MAID medications from the pharmacy and gathers supplies. They may drive to the patient’s location and, in some cases, fly or walk. Some may participate in religious services, celebrations of life or farewells before or after MAID, but not all clinicians are comfortable with this. As one physician recounted:

the procedure takes about 15 minutes. That’s the actual giving of the medications. But between getting the medication…picking up the medications, drawing everything up, getting yourself ready to do the procedure, going in, seeing the family, making sure they’re all set and ready to go, it usually takes about two hours or so. … Sometimes you go in and … they don’t want to chat, they just want to go and
Cardinal et al. BMJ Open 2021;11:e048698. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2021-048698

Post-MAID—hospital in-patient or outpatient
The clinician records the medications and time given, the patient’s time of death and completes the death certificate. The clinician and/or nurse may wait with the family, participate in a family event or leave. Ward staff follow the protocols for postmortem care and although this may not be the usual process in many organisations, may contact security to transfer the body to the morgue. Or, the family may contact a funeral home to remove the body from the floor. The death certificate goes with the body. A manager or the hospital may provide staff debriefing. There may be delays waiting for the funeral home or security to collect the body, especially if they were not notified in advance of the death:

If you’re doing them [MAID] in hospital after hours, we have to actually ask for security to come and take the body away. Or if you’re at home, sometimes the family is not comfortable waiting there with the body themselves until the funeral home comes. So you have to hang around with them. We had one time here where the family did not want the body to go to the morgue. They didn’t tell us that beforehand. … We had to wait 3 ½ hours for the funeral home to come and pick the body up. (Physician 3)

Post-MAID—non-hospital
The clinician records the medications and time given, the time of death and completes the death certificate. The

Box 2 Medications used for MAID in NS

- First medication: a sedative to help relax the patient. The patient typically falls asleep in 30–60 s.
- Second medication: a numbing agent to prevent the patient from feeling any vein discomfort from the subsequent medications.
- Third medication: a coma-inducing agent.
- Fourth medication: a muscle relaxant which stops breathing and heart function. It usually takes 2–6 min to stop the patient’s heart.

MAID, medical assistance in dying; NS, Nova Scotia.
clinch father and/or nurse may wait with the family, participate in a family event or leave. At home, the family will contact the funeral home to remove the body. In long-term care, the family, security or staff arrange for the funeral home to collect the body. The death certificate goes with the body. The family may want to spend time with the body before calling the funeral home and/or may not have notified the funeral home in advance, which can lead to lengthy delays.

Post-MAID after leaving setting

The clinician documents the procedure and sends the MNN information including people present, medications given and dose, times the medication was pushed, time of death and notes about the procedure and/or family difficulties. They return all used and unused medications to the pharmacy, input information into the national MAID database online and may dictate notes. Some clinicians de brief with colleagues. Clinicians may bill Medical Service Insurance (MSI) up to 8 hours for MAID assessments and procedure. Clinicians send travel expenses to the MAA who submits these to NSH for reimbursement. Nurses are usually paid overtime by their organisation the MAA who submits these to NSH for reimbursement. 

DISCUSSION

This study’s flowchart process model indicates how multiple professionals work together and are involved at each stage of MAID. Clinicians, mainly working evenings and weekends, assess patient eligibility, write and pickup prescriptions, gather supplies and organise and provide MAID. Some clinicians are reimbursed, while others are not (eg, depending on their contract, some NP cannot be reimbursed for MAID and must participate outside working hours; some physicians provide MAID for free outside working hours). To compare, Medicare in Oregon pays for assisted suicide for terminally ill people with low income but does not specify who pays the physician for participating (eg, insurance companies). As well, physicians in the Netherlands are compensated by the patient’s insurance company but Belgian physicians do not receive compensation. US patients pay from US$0—$8000 and there may be additional fees for medications, mileage and complex procedures (personal communication, Dr Lonny Shavelson, 2021). UK patients having assisted dying in Switzerland pay between £6500 and £15000. In Switzerland, physicians receive their regular wage and provide assisted dying during regular work hours (personal communication, Dr Erika Preisig, 2021). In Australia, physicians receive fee-for-service and provide assisted dying outside of regular work hours, typically in the patient’s home (personal communication, Dr Alida Lancee, 2021). Nurses, often being paid overtime, support the patient and their supports before and after the procedure as well as insert intravenous lines. Health administrators organise the process as part of their workload. Pharmacists, within regular work hours, fill prescriptions and dispose of medications after MAID. The process differs slightly by location and in-patient/outpatient status. We identified multiple points where MAID could be delayed or stopped. Some NS processes were similar to others such as having a central coordinator, a variety of professionals being involved at different stages and MAID being available in multiple locations. Some Ontario regions coordinate MAID centrally. Other processes were different such as not having a centralised pharmacy, clinicians making arrangements with patients and fewer health professions are involved (eg, no social workers, spiritual advisors, psychologists). Most MAID assessments and procedures are conducted on evenings and weekends, outside regular hours. Nurses are paid overtime for participating in MAID, unless it is during their regular shift. Some of our clinicians considered MAID ‘volunteer work’, since setting up billing codes and coordinating government and insurance payments can be difficult. Many devoted significant amounts of, mainly unpaid, time coordinating MAID but did not consider this sustainable. NS could learn from other provinces, including Manitoba where a single MAID team serves the entire province. Our clinicians learnt to ask about family dynamics to prevent difficult situations, such as arguments on the day
of MAID or a wrongful death lawsuit. Thus, including spiritual providers, social and mental health professionals, psychiatrists and psychologists could be beneficial. Along with offering support, inserting the intravenous lines and documenting the process, our nurses want to meet patients and their supports before the day of MAID to get to know the person having MAID and in case there are family issues. Pharmacy technicians in NS cannot prepare MAID medications; thus, pharmacists incorporate an additional 1–5 hours into their regular workload. This is unusually long to fill a prescription. The Northwest Territories, Manitoba and Alberta have dedicated MAID pharmacies. Pharmacists do not provide MAID supplies (eg, tubing and syringes) and some clinicians scramble to collect or ‘steal’ supplies from their workplace. Some regions provide supplies with the MAID medications but some do not.

Limitations
This study occurred in one Canadian province and thus we cannot generalise to other provinces or internationally. However, the results could be helpful to other jurisdictions seeking to evaluate and improve MAID. Although this study has a smaller sample size for each group of professionals, we continued recruiting until no new information was found (ie, data saturation). To address sample and selection bias, as self-selected participants may not represent the views of all professionals, we recruited across the province from different professionals during different times of the year.

Implications for clinicians and policymakers
This study builds on MAID research by detailing the process in NS from beginning to end. Our findings about the roles and activities of professionals could help inform MAID practice in the rest of Canada and internationally. We identified issues such as clinicians’ additional time to pick up and drop off medications, travel to the patient, input data and bill hours. Other jurisdictions may consider the benefits of centrally coordinating communication between professionals and administrators to avoid miscommunication or missed communication.

Our identification of delays/stop points and resources are high priorities for improving MAID. Delays and stop points can limit patients’ access to and receiving MAID. Resources include professionals’ time and supplies. Providing assistance to set up reimbursement codes and processes could save clinicians’ time using personal time without compensation. Having centralised coordination and a central pharmacy providing a MAID kit with medications and supplies are vital to help ensure delays are minimised and resources are used efficiently. If professional colleges allowed pharmacy technicians to assist with MAID prescriptions, this would significantly reduce pharmacists’ time. Pharmacists’ professional colleges should be concerned since their professionals are not compensated for hours of additional work to prepare and dispose MAID medications.

Future research
This study contributes to research about healthcare process models. Future researchers could compare and contrast process models from other jurisdictions with this study which could be used to improve MAID internationally. To better understand each profession’s contributions to and time for MAID, researchers could conduct participant observations to detail what they do throughout the process. Studies reveal a wide variety of professionals participate in MAID; hence, conducting interviews with them could provide further insights into the process. Since patients and their informal supports are involved throughout MAID, their insights could be added to improve the flowchart process model. As many jurisdictions are integrating patient-centred care, MAID administrators should consider the value of incorporating this approach.

CONCLUSION
This study adds knowledge about the variety of activities and roles that multiple professionals have throughout the entire MAID process in NS, Canada—these have not been studied in the international literature. Clinicians spend significant time to participate in and coordinate MAID. There are serious questions about the NS model’s sustainability due to potential for burnout and clinicians ceasing to provide MAID since the model relies on them working additional (uncompensated) hours on evenings and weekends. Issues could also be raised about the ethics of sustaining a volunteer model which depends on unpaid work, personal time and inefficient workflow. The Nova Scotia College of Pharmacists should consider allowing pharmacy technicians to help prepare MAID medications as pharmacists also spend significant time preparing and checking MAID PPO. Our identification of where potential delays can occur can help clinicians, administrators and policymakers improve MAID and be of interest to other jurisdictions implementing it.
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